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Are you fed up with thinking about that guy every minute of every waking hour, when he

doesn't even reply to your texts?Are you reeling from the pain of a break-up, unsure of where

to turn?Are you single and looking to be happy with your choices in the face of society's

constant questioning?In How to Get Over a Boy, bestselling author Chidera Eggerue will show

you, once and for all, how to reframe the stale goal of finding a man. She will equip you with

tangible and applicable solutions for every part of your dating life, helping you recognise that

men hold as much power in our romantic lives as we grant them.In the past, dating books tend

to lean more into the territory of ‘how to make him find you hot!’, ‘how to make him jealous!’,

‘how to get him to propose!’. But these how-tos are placing men on a pedestal of being ‘the

prize’.Men are NEVER the prize. You are. Let The Slumflower show you why.



This book is dedicated to my unborn daughter. May you stand tall in your self worth, may you

soar far in your freedom and may you never forget that the world is yours, little black girl.Title

PageIntroductionYOULove Exactly Who You Are, Right NowWhat Does the Love You Deserve

Look Like?The Most Important Opinion You Can Have is the One You Have of YourselfTeach

People How to Treat YouBoundaries and How to Set Them Without Feeling Like a Bad

PersonTHEMStop Trying to Impress HimMale EntitlementWaiting for Someone to Miss You is

the Biggest Waste of Your Time (How to Reclaim Your Time Even When He’s All That’s on Your

Mind)USWe Are All GoddessesThe Saviour ComplexRecovery ToolkitFurther Reading +

ResourcesCopyright PageIf you’re reading this book, there’s probably something or someone

you’re getting over. There isn’t a single person on this planet who hasn’t had to get over a

‘thing’.If you’ve just gone through a divorce, if you’ve just removed yourself from an abusive

partnership, if you’ve woken up and decided you’re done, if you still have some lingering

residual feelings even though you should have ‘gotten over it by now’, if you’ve walked away

because you deserve better, if you’ve been dumped out of the blue … this book is for

you.Thankfully, it has landed in your hands at the right time – a time when you’ve probably

been feeling it all: guilt, loss, fear, rejection, regret, and confusion. It’s here to gently nudge you

closer to the person your inner child has always wanted to be: strong, brave and loved. As the

popular saying goes, ‘The day you plant the seed is not the day you eat the fruit.’ Allow this to

remain at the front of your mind as you journey to finding your strength. It will not happen

overnight, and that’s okay. Rewiring yourself after years of toxic messaging and negative self-

talk is a very sticky process, but you’ve got this. Now, more than ever, it’s important to be

patient with yourself and to prioritise celebrating personal improvements. And there will be so

many mini-milestones along the way, from finally not feeling the need to compulsively check his

social media, to no longer feeling triggered by smelling a particular aftershave that reminds you

of him, to moving into your own space as a person. You’d be surprised how powerful your heart

and mind can be when you allow them to collaborate and realise their highest potential.Get

ready to surprise yourself with your newfound sense of self, but also be prepared to disappoint

a lot of people as a result of this. At the moment, there are people in your life who benefit from

you operating at a lower level than your full potential. As you rise taller in who you are, they will

feel threatened because they can no longer relate to you – and that is absolutely fine, because

if everybody likes you, you aren’t being yourself. Those people will naturally disappear and be

replaced with those who want to see you win (they are out there, I promise). Some people only

gel with us when we don’t like ourselves, and the only way for them to keep us small is to make

sure we don’t feel like changing. But this is a necessary weeding process that you will be so

glad you started.So trust in yourself, trust in your journey, and know that you will always meet

what is meant for you. You will always find your way back to yourself, no matter how lost you

become in the doubts others have fed you. Sometimes the past will reappear as a sugar-

coated temptation urging you to go back to where you came from, because it’s the good times

that keep us chained to dysfunction. But good old nostalgia is a trap.You are smarter than

anything that attempts to discourage you from wanting more in your life.Nobody’s expectations

of you deserve to rule your life. Before you go any further, you need to learn how to love exactly

who you are, right now: this starts with how to tune out differing beauty and body standards

and find exactly what works for you. Because you deserve to want more for your life despite

living in a world that praises self-sacrifice and the downplaying of your wonder. You deserve to

be specific about what you want your life to look like.Everywhere we look – online, offline,



among our friends, our family and in the wider world – people are telling women how to look.

But why subscribe to value systems that are designed to make you feel bad about yourself?

Working towards your own positive vision of your beauty – away from society’s gaze – and your

body, which is only ever yours, is the first step towards owning yourself, your future and gaining

control of your own life. Whilst it may not be easy, it is vital to investigate where the ideas we

have about ourselves and the way we look have come from. Often, it feels more comfortable to

gently ask questions about why we feel the way we feel about our bodies, rather than deeply

directing those questions inward and really observing and examining the role each of us plays

in our own turbulent self-image. Accountability is ugly, painful and triggering – especially when

you realise how long you’ve been this hard on yourself.If you really think about it, the way we

view ourselves is always through the lens of something or someone else. And so it follows that

if we are lucky enough or we work hard enough to find our true self-gaze, we also find our

power. Some people are so far gone into the abyss of socialisation that they never get to truly

meet themselves while there’s still air in their lungs. But if you’re reading this, it’s not too late. In

fact, you’ve arrived at the perfect time.Because there is so much hate in the world, we will

always have to run into other people’s conclusions about who we are, but we do have the

ability to deflect their definitions and find our own. Whether you create your own meaning of

beauty or you subscribe to society’s definition, the world will judge you anyway. These

judgements start with beauty, but they are bigger than that; they are about the way straight

women have been socialised in such a way that putting ourselves first feels like we are

betraying other people.We need to understand the difference between body and beauty

acceptance before we begin our journey of working towards them and a stronger sense of self.

They share many similarities but are quite different. This initial step is super important when

getting over a boy, because what keeps us psychologically chained to them the majority of the

time is the validation we receive from men, no matter how inconsistent or scarce it is. When

you don’t like your body, hearing something as simple as ‘Your ass is better than hers’ or ‘I love

how small your waist is’ sounds like such a big deal: something to stick with. When you have

severe body or beauty image issues, the only thing that keeps you going is your partner’s

praise.If you operate from a place of lack and desperation, it puts you in a territory where you

are most likely going to attract people, particularly men, who specifically seek out women who

have a fragile relationship with their bodies, because these guys know how to strategically

harness cheap validation. It’s what they drip-feed you to keep you wrapped around their finger,

as they drag you further and further away from yourself and into their bleak world of

manipulation, fear and abandonment.But sometimes losing yourself in someone else isn’t

always as direct and obvious as this. Often, before it reaches the stage of overt manipulation, it

starts out quite passively – slightly uncomfortable, but not obvious enough for you to

confidently flag it to your partner, especially if you’re already quite an anxious person. It’s the

little things, like feeling a weird sense of guilt after sharing good news because his response

feels a little deflated (when really he’s jealous, and his masculinity feels threatened), or when

he changes the subject and reminds you of the aspects where you might have fallen short or

underachieved (because projecting his own losses and failures onto you is the closest he

allows himself to get to addressing his own personal difficulties). But all of this has to stop,

because neither of these behaviours are components of a healthy relationship where your

partner wants you to grow, evolve and enjoy life!This is incredibly subjective according to the

culture you belong to, and beauty standards differ around the world. For example, in Eastern

Nigeria large foreheads and a gap between the two front teeth are massive signifiers of a

woman’s beauty and femininity. In Northern Thailand, Kayan women are seen as more



beautiful the more gold rings they have around their necks, because neck stretching is a major

element of the culture there. Whilst in America, the UK and the majority of the colonised

Western Hemisphere, beauty is light-skinned, blonde-haired and slim.There is no single global

standard of beauty, though the Western ideal has spread far and wide. But what’s quite

fascinating is that, subconsciously, women everywhere are brought up measuring themselves

against some form of beauty standards, and usually Western ones: women in India often judge

their skin to be ‘too dark’ because India has a major anti-blackness problem, to the extent that

it has a large market for bleaching creams packed with steroids which destroy the skin and

make the user far more vulnerable to skin cancer.You might be wondering, why would being

lighter-skinned be worth all this harm?In cultures where marriage immediately defines a

woman’s value, being unmarried past a certain age is interpreted as a personal failure which

can result in ostracisation. So to avoid that, many women have no choice but to lighten their

skin to find a suitor. Even here in the UK, where the pressure to be appealing is not as extreme

or overt as skin-bleaching adverts playing daily on the telly, there are still passively insidious

messages woven into the media we consume daily: for example, toxic diet culture is very

common, as fatphobia remains deeply entrenched in our society.In a colonised world where a

woman’s beauty is conditional, the simplest way to start to exist beyond societal expectations

of beauty is to understand that somewhere else in the world, your unique features are being

celebrated right now.White people colonised the world not just by literally claiming various

countries across the globe as their own and selling the inhabitants as slaves, but also by

violently enforcing their whitewashed versions of religion, beauty standards and language onto

the people whose identities they destroyed. This is why a lot of dark-skinned women, especially

black women, struggle to see the beauty in themselves and constantly feel like they don’t

measure up. Colonisation has made beauty dependent on arbitrary white standards.Wherever

we have grown up in the world, beauty as we know it is a construct. A construct which

capitalism has exploited in order to form a multibillion-dollar global industry. Which means what

exactly? Well, it means you’re carrying around ideas that aren’t actually grounded in your own

reality; instead, they were built in a boardroom of people trying to get you to spend

money.Whilst filming my Channel 4 documentary Bring Back the Bush, which explored global

attitudes to pubic hair, I met so many women and gathered a heap of insights on just how

expensive it is to conform. Across the world, body hair on women is heavily stigmatised. Did

you know that more than 99 per cent of American women voluntarily get rid of their hair? And,

if that’s a shock to you, get into this, from The Atlantic: the American woman who shaves will

spend, on average, more than $10,000 on depilation over the course of her time spent on

earth, and the woman who waxes will splash out more than $23,000. These are incredibly

expensive habits that exist across ethnicity, race and class. But they are also quite recent. We

weren’t collectively born with an innate instinct to remove the hair that intentionally grows out of

our bodies. One day, someone created the idea that the hair wasn’t supposed to be there so

that they could create a ‘solution’, build fear around the ‘problem’, and sell us comfort under

the guise of a ‘quick fix’. And we haven’t looked back since.However, there is a way through: it’s

possible to create and construct your own ideas around beauty, whilst deciding what YOU

prefer to conform to.You don’t necessarily have to get rid of ALL your beauty beliefs – just the

ones that make you feel terrible about yourself. It’s impossible, though, to exist entirely outside

this sociopolitical landscape, in a magically intact vacuum. At some point, everyone takes part

in what is commonly accepted and practised – and there’s no shame in that, because there is

an undeniable sense of safety that comes with belonging.Working towards your own

acceptance of your beauty will forever remain an ongoing discussion in our ever-shifting world.



At times, this work may feel exhausting in the face of pressure to conform to arbitrary beauty

standards, but we can always find new ways to maintain as much of our deepest, truest selves

as possible – and here’s how …Decide on whether you want to be liked for your appearance or

loved for who you wholly areIf you want to be liked for your appearance, you must be ready to

feed yourself to the beast – the insatiable capitalist beast that wants to devour everything pure,

innocent and real about you. It will chew away at your self-esteem, tear apart your sense of

judgement, and spit your bones out when it’s done. Wanting to be liked for how you look is the

beginning of handing away your power of self-acceptance. Being likeable based on your

appearance means you must be ready and willing to subscribe to other people’s ideas; it

means you must exist in a grey, dull area because it’s ‘safe’ and neutral; it means you always

have to be ready to compromise for everyone else’s sake. Some of us have people-pleaser

tendencies, and if this simply results in wanting to create a sense of balance around you, that

isn’t the problem. It’s sacrificing chunks of yourself to maintain a dynamic that was never your

burden to begin with that you must be careful of.Whilst some of us are skipping meals to be

thinner, others are wearing uncomfortable clothes (e.g. waist trainers) or shoes that we can

barely walk to the bus stop in without being in agony. But to clarify, high heels and a snatched

waist aren’t the problem here, especially if that’s your thing; the problem is pushing your body

beyond its limit in the name of coming across as valuable, when actually you can still

communicate the best of who you are without trapped gas and painful bunions! It’s okay to

want to leave a good impression, but it’s also okay to believe you are worthy of other people

making the same effort to impress and accommodate YOU.It comes down to exercising your

choice to participate in beauty as a part of your everyday life, in a way that works for you. For

example, if you were to attend a job interview for a role you’ve been dreaming of, it would be in

your best interest to dress and present yourself in a way that communicates ‘I am

unforgettable, I deserve this role and I am the best person for this job.’ For some, that may

mean getting a new haircut a couple of days before the interview so that you really feel top-

notch, whilst for others it might mean wearing a full face of makeup because having your

makeup done brings out a feeling of confidence. A happy medium between presenting yourself

well and staying true to yourself exists: you do not have to perform a version of yourself that

you don’t completely feel powerful in.When other people witness you operating from a place of

feeling certain about yourself, they will naturally want to impress you by also being on their A

game, whether it’s by respecting your time a lot more (because they can see how much of it

you give to yourself) or by creating space in their own lives to love themselves a little more, so

that they can relate to you a lot better and succeed like you. It’s surprising how inspiring it can

be to watch someone move through the world with a sense of ‘I deserve to be here and

nothing can change how much I believe that.’
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Heather Olivia, “Some of these reviews missed the point - this book is ground breaking. After

reading this book, I delved into the reviews again and was suprised to see all these negative

thoughts on the book. I had seen these reviews originally when purchasing the book but

decided to give it a try regardless. In my opinion, all these negative reviews either majorly

missed the point or they clearly "already have" this information. Which then makes me wonder

why they feel they would need this book to begin with.The book answers the question of "how

to get over a boy" by saying many many different good things. It comes from a feminist stand

point, so it's main take away is this - you can learn a lot of things from relationships after theyre

said and done, but the biggest you can learn is that you have inherent value that cant be taken

away by another person (or boy). And allowing your mind to focus on this boy or person you no

longer have in your life keeps you from seeing that value yourself, which may lead to more hard

future relationships.It then goes on to give tips on empowering yourself and seeing that value,

which may be hard to see if you have had hard unhealthy relationships in the past.This

empowerment will allow you to realize that anyone who doesn't value you doesn't deserve your

physical or emotional time.Many people said that this book has a "one mans trash is another

mans treasure" attitude. Which, in my mind, makes me wonder if they speed read this entire

book.There is a whole chapter on seeing your own value, not waiting on a man or anyone else

to see your value, and to realise that you are an amazing person all on your own. That another

person compliments your greatness, but doesnt make it.This book mentions men quite a lot,

because for a long of teens and young women, society teaches that our value only comes from

being viewed as pretty or interesting by men. The text slowly tries to point out that you are

important and special, regardless if there is a person there noticing and saying so or

not.Summary: So yes, men are mentioned a lot, because it's in the title. "How to get over a

boy" isn't really about getting over one specific boy or man, but really the ideology that all men

should be so important in our minds to begin with. It's getting over *all* men, to become the

best version of yourself.Overall a wonderful read, and as a 22 year old female that grew up in a

religious household pushing patriarchal ideals down my throat, this was honestly a massive

eye opener. I would highly reccomend to anyone of any gender. Women need to be

empowered, men need to see how women are feeling and perhaps change accordingly, and

everyone else can simply enjoy the new ideas presented. :)”

Nikita Haynie, “A MUST READ FOR BLACK WOMEN. I read this book in two days! I’ve never



felt so SEEN. I especially loved the quotes and breakdown of the different topics that are

absolutely relevant to Black women and our experiences.”

rainymood, “For Yourself, Your Friend, & Any Woman You Care About. This book and "What a

Time to Be Alone" completely changed my perspective on dating and life more broadly and

were lifesavers during 2020 after coming out of my worst breakup ever. Do yourself and your

girlfriends a favor by getting everyone a copy of Chidera's work, reading it, letting it rock your

worlds, and reading it again. Don't even bother with Florence Given's knock-off work. Chidera

is the real deal. Period.”

being, “Gift this to every male-attracted woman you know. Chidera Eggerue is incredible. This

book is like a secret treasure chest of ideas. I've long felt like the victim of bad people and

circumstances in my relationships and wondered how other women make it work so that they

feel real support from their partners. I love that this book starts at the foundation - with yourself!

You have to teach others how to treat you by how you treat yourself -- it sounds basic, but it's

hard to actualize, and this book breaks it down and makes it more approachable. I bought an

extra and send it to my friend who was in an abusive relationship, and she finally was able to

leave. This book means so much I can't even express it. Life-changing.”

Wendy M., “gift this to your daughters, asap.. Wished I have been introduced to her ideas

during my teenage years. Definitely recommend. If you're debating which book to get of hers, I

would chose What a Time to be Alone, but if you can afford both,  they are well worth the read.”

KaYEL, “Excellent cut-through-BS read. Insightful writing- read it one sitting, I wished this kind

of unapologetic feminism existed when I was younger. Bought a copy for my best friend to help

her through her clown phase. Highly recommend for waking you up to your worth or just a

refresher course in your value”

molly m., “Adore. Will read forever, & buy copies for all the women I know.. But it now! Buy it,

read it in one go because you will not be able to put it down and then read it again and again

and again. That’s what I did. I pick this book up atleast once a week to either have a quick read

over or to find the part that relates to me in that moment. This book is like a letter from the big

sister I never had. Chidera is a QUEEN and if this book helps you to see the world and yourself

even a little bit like she does then you’ll benefit. Her feminist ways are so feminist they dont fit

with the theoretical modern feminism we all preach but don’t/can’t practice.”

Ellie Garthwaite, “Buy even if you don’t have a boy to get over!. Even if you don’t have a boy to

get over, I would still recommend this book because it doesn’t just talk about getting over a boy,

it talks about you. Loving yourself, your attachment style and boundaries etc. I can’t

recommend Chidera’s books enough. I love the way she writes and the book is so easy to read

rather than your usual pages of writing.”

MP123, “Life Changing. The BEST book. Chidera tells it how it is in the most sisterly/mothering

way. Great follow up to 'what a time to be alone.' Pre-ordered this and arrived bang on time, if

not earlier than expected actually?! Can't wait to have a shelf full of her books.”

The book by Chidera Eggerue has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 751 people have provided feedback.
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